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(57) ABSTRACT 
A system and method for using a handler to detect asyn 
chronous lock line reservation lost events, and switching 
tasks based upon whether a condition is true or a mutex lock 
is acquired is presented. A synergistic processing unit (SPU) 
invokes a ?rst thread and, during execution, the ?rst thread 
requests external data that is shared with other threads or 
processors in the system. This shared data may be protected 
with a mutex lock or other shared memory synchronization 
constructs. When requested data is not available, the SPU 
switches to a second thread and monitors lock line reserva 
tion lost events in order to check when the data is available. 
When the data is available, the SPU switches back to the ?rst 
thread and processes the ?rst thread’s request. 
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR LIGHT WEIGHT 
TASK SWITCHING WHEN A SHARED MEMORY 

CONDITION IS SIGNALED 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Technical Field 

[0002] The present invention relates in general to a system 
and method for lightweight task sWitching When a shared 
memory condition is signaled. More particularly, the present 
invention relates to a system and method for using a handler 
to detect asynchronous lock line reservation lost events, and 
sWitching tasks based upon Whether a condition is true or 
Whether a processor acquires a mutex lock. 

[0003] 2. Description of the Related Art 

[0004] Computer applications typically run multiple 
threads to perform different tasks that request access to 
shared data. Common approaches to accessing shared data 
are 1) using a mutual exclusion (mutex) lock primitive or 2) 
using a condition Wait primitive. 

[0005] A mutex lock alloWs multiple threads to “take 
turns” sharing the same resource, such as accessing a ?le. 
Typically, When a program starts, the program creates a 
mutex object for a given resource by requesting the resource 
from the system, Whereby the system returns a unique name 
or identi?er for the resource. After that, a thread requiring 
the resource uses the mutex to “lock” the resource from 
other threads While the thread uses the resource. When the 
mutex is locked, the system typically queue’s threads 
requesting the resource and then gives control to the threads 
When the mutex becomes unlocked. 

[0006] A condition Wait primitive alloWs a thread to 
identify Whether a condition has occurred by accessing 
cache line data, such as Whether a video card has completed 
a vertical retrace. The condition Wait primitive alloWs a 
thread to Wait until a particular condition is met before 
proceeding. A challenge found With both mutex lock primi 
tives and condition Wait primitives is that system perfor 
mance decreases When threads Wait for data to become 
available. 

[0007] As such, task sWitching is a common approach to 
increasing system performance When a system invokes 
multiple threads. Task sWitching alloWs a processor to 
sWitch from one thread to another thread Without losing its 
“spot” in the ?rst thread. Task sWitching is different than 
multitasking because, in multitasking, a processor sWitches 
back and forth quickly betWeen threads, giving the appear 
ance that all programs are running simultaneously. In task 
sWitching, the processor does not sWitch back and forth 
betWeen threads, but executes one thread at a time. A 
challenge found With task sWitching, hoWever, is that task 
sWitching typically occurs at pre-determined intervals. For 
example, a processor may check every 10 milliseconds as to 
Whether a particular lock has been acquired for a requesting 
thread. 

[0008] What is needed, therefore, is a system and method 
to ef?ciently task sWitch betWeen threads When a thread’s 
requested resource becomes available. 

SUMMARY 

[0009] It has been discovered that the aforementioned 
challenges are resolved using a system and method to use a 
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handler to detect asynchronous lock line reservation lost 
events, and sWitching tasks based upon Whether a condition 
is true or a mutex lock is acquired. 

[0010] A synergistic processing unit (SPU) invokes a ?rst 
thread and, during execution, the ?rst thread requests to 
update external data. The external data may be shared With 
other threads or processors in the system, Which is protected 
by a mutex lock or other shared memory synchronization 
constructs. For example, the thread may request to update a 
linked data structure, Which is protected by a mutex lock that 
prevents other threads or processors from traversing the 
linked data structure While the linked data structure is being 
updated. To participate in a mutex lock or other shared 
memory synchronization constructs, the SPU issues a lock 
line reservation to L2 memory corresponding to the thread’s 
request. L2 memory includes a cache bus interface controller 
and a cache. The cache bus interface controller receives the 
lock line reservation, and retrieves corresponding data from 
the cache. The cache bus interface controller then sends the 
cache line data to the SPU. 

[0011] For mutex lock primitives, the SPU analyZes the 
cache line data and determines, based upon the analysis, that 
the requested cache line is not available. For example, the 
cache line data may include a different thread’s task iden 
ti?er that is currently accessing the same data that the ?rst 
thread Wishes to access. Since the requested data is not 
available, the SPU sWitches from the ?rst thread to a second 
thread. The SPU also enables asynchronous interrupts and 
invokes the handler to monitor incoming asynchronous 
interrupts. 
[0012] When the cache bus interface controller determines 
that a “reservation is lost” for one of the cache’s cache lines, 
the cache bus interface controller issues a “lock line reser 
vation lost” event to inform the SPU. The handler detects the 
lock line reservation lost event, and sends a “get lock line 
reservation” to the L2 memory in order to receive updated 
cache line data. The cache bus interface controller receives 
the get lock line reservation and provides the cache line data 
to the SPU. The handler analyZes the cache line data and 
determines Whether the ?rst thread’s requested cache line is 
noW available. If the requested cache line is still not avail 
able, the handler Waits for another asynchronous interrupt 
and the SPU continues to process the second thread. 

[0013] When the handler determines that the requested 
cache line is available, the handler performs a “conditional 
store” using the ?rst thread’s task identi?er in an attempt to 
secure a mutex lock for the ?rst thread’s requested data that 
is located in the cache. The conditional store operation has 
an associated status register, Which indicates Whether or not 
the conditional store operation succeeds. If the conditional 
store is successful, the SPU sWitches from the second thread 
back to the ?rst thread and processes the ?rst thread’s 
original external data request. 

[0014] For condition Wait primitives, When the SPU 
receives cache line data, the SPU identi?es Whether a 
particular condition is true by analyZing the cache line data. 
When the thread’s requested condition is not true, the SPU 
sWitches from the ?rst thread to the second thread, enables 
asynchronous interrupts, and invokes a handler to monitor 
incoming asynchronous interrupts. 
[0015] In turn, When the handler detects a lock line res 
ervation lost event, the handler issues a get lock line 
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reservation to L2 memory in order to receive updated cache 
line data. The handler analyzes the cache line data and 
determines whether the requested condition is true. If the 
condition is still not true, the handler waits for another 
asynchronous interrupt and the SPU continues to process the 
second thread. When the condition is true, the SPU switches 
from the second thread back to the ?rst thread and process 
the thread’s request. 

[0016] The foregoing is a summary and thus contains, by 
necessity, simpli?cations, generalizations, and omissions of 
detail; consequently, those skilled in the art will appreciate 
that the summary is illustrative only and is not intended to 
be in any way limiting. Other aspects, inventive features, 
and advantages of the present invention, as de?ned solely by 
the claims, will become apparent in the non-limiting detailed 
description set forth below. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0017] The present invention may be better understood, 
and its numerous objects, features, and advantages made 
apparent to those skilled in the art by referencing the 
accompanying drawings. 
[0018] FIG. 1 is a diagram of a processor switching tasks 
based upon acquiring a mutex lock; 

[0019] FIG. 2 is a diagram of a processor switching tasks 
based upon determining a condition variable is true; 

[0020] FIG. 3 is a ?owchart showing steps taken in task 
switching between threads using a mutex lock primitive; 

[0021] FIG. 4 is a ?owchart showing steps taken in 
invoking a handler to process asynchronous interrupts cor 
responding to mutex lock requests; 

[0022] FIG. 5 is a ?owchart showing steps taken in task 
switching between threads using a condition wait primitive; 

[0023] FIG. 6 is a ?owchart showing steps taken in 
receiving asynchronous interrupts corresponding to a con 
dition wait primitive and switching tasks in response to 
determining that a condition is true; 

[0024] FIG. 7A is a diagram showing an example of a 
processor’s mutex lock pseudo-code; 

[0025] FIG. 7B is a diagram showing an example of mutex 
lock handler pseudo-code that acquires a mutex lock based 
upon detecting a lock line reservation lost event; 

[0026] FIG. 8A is a diagram showing an example of a 
processor’s condition wait pseudo-code; 

[0027] FIG. 8B is a diagram showing an example of 
condition wait pseudo-code that an event handler performs 
upon receiving a lock line reservation lost event; and 

[0028] FIG. 9 is a block diagram of an information han 
dling system capable of implementing the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0029] The following is intended to provide a detailed 
description of an example of the invention and should not be 
taken to be limiting of the invention itself. Rather, any 
number of variations may fall within the scope of the 
invention, which is de?ned in the claims following the 
description. 
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[0030] FIG. 1 is a diagram of a processor switching tasks 
based upon acquiring a mutex lock. Synergistic processing 
complex (SPC) 100 includes synergistic processing unit 
(SPU) 110, which processes thread A 120 (e.g., a ?rst 
thread). SPU 110 is preferably a single instruction, multiple 
data (SIMD) processor, such as a digital signal processor, a 
microcontroller, a microprocessor, or a combination of these 
cores. During execution, threadA 120 requests external data 
that is located in cache 150. For example, thread A 120 may 
wish to update a linked data structure that is located in cache 
150. SPU 110 issues get lock line reservation 160 to L2 140 
corresponding to thread A 120’s request. Get lock line 
reservation 160 instructs L2 140 to provide data from a 
particular cache line. 

[0031] L2 140 includes cache bus interface controller 145 
and cache 150. Cache bus interface controller 145 receives 
get lock line reservation 160, and retrieves corresponding 
data from cache 150. Cache bus interface controller 145 then 
sends cache line data 165 to SPU 110. Cache line data 165 
includes data corresponding to a particular cache line. SPU 
110 analyZes-cache line data 165 and determines, based 
upon the analysis, that the requested cache line is not 
available. For example, cache line data 165 may include a 
different thread’s task identi?er that is currently accessing 
the same data as thread A 120 wishes to access. 

[0032] Since the requested data is not available for thread 
A 120, SPU 110 switches from threadA 120 to thread B 125 
(e.g., a second thread). SPU 110 also enables asynchronous 
interrupts and invokes handler 115 (e.g., a software subrou 
tine) to monitor incoming asynchronous interrupts (see 
FIGS. 7B, 8B, and corresponding text for further details 
regarding handler properties). 

[0033] When cache bus interface controller 145 deter 
mines that a reservation is lost for one of cache 150’s cache 
lines, cache bus interface controller 145 issues lock line 
reservation lost 170 to inform SPU 110 that a reservation has 
been lost corresponding to one of the cache lines. Handler 
115 detects lock line reservation lost 170, and sends get lock 
line reservation 175 to L2 140 in order to receive subsequent 
cache line data. 

[0034] Cache bus interface controller 145 receives get 
lock line reservation 175 and provides cache line data 180 to 
SPU 110. Handler 115 analyZes cache line data 180 and 
determines whether the requested cache line is now avail 
able. If the requested cache line is still not available, handler 
115 waits for another asynchronous interrupt and SPU 110 
continues to process thread B 125. 

[0035] When handler 115 determines that the requested 
cache line is available, handler 115 performs conditional 
store 190 using threadA 120’s task identi?er, which attempts 
to secure a mutex lock for thread A 120’s requested data that 
is located in cache 150. The conditional store operation has 
an associated status register, which indicates whether or not 
the conditional store operation succeeds. If the conditional 
store is successful, SPU 110 switches from thread B 125 
back to thread A 120 and processes thread A 120’s original 
external data request (see FIGS. 3, 4, and corresponding text 
for further details regarding mutex lock primitive and han 
dler steps). 

[0036] FIG. 2 is a diagram of a processor switching tasks 
using a condition wait primitive. A condition wait primitive 
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allows a thread to identify Whether a condition has occurred 
by accessing cache line data, such as Whether a video card 
has completed a vertical retrace. FIG. 2 is similar to FIG. 1 
With the exception that handler 115 analyzes cache line data 
to determine Whether a particular condition is true, such as 
a video card indicating that a vertical retrace is complete. 
SPC 100, SPU 110, handler 115, threadA 120, thread B 125, 
L2 140, cache bus interface controller 145, and cache 150 
are the same as that shoWn in FIG. 1. 

[0037] SPU 110 invokes thread A 120. During execution, 
thread A 120 requests external data that is located in cache 
150 that identi?es Whether a particular condition is true. 
SPU 110 sends get lock line reservation 200 to L2 140 in 
order to receive cache line data 210 from cache bus interface 
controller 145. 

[0038] SPU 110 analyzes cache line data 210 and deter 
mines, based upon the analysis, that the particular condition 
is not true. For example, SPU 110 may check a bit included 
in cache line data 210 that identi?es that a video card has not 
completed a vertical retrace. Since thread A 120’s requested 
condition is not true, SPU 110 sWitches from thread A 120 
to thread B 125, enables asynchronous interrupts, and 
invokes handler 115 to monitor incoming asynchronous 
interrupts. 

[0039] When cache bus interface controller 145 deter 
mines that a reservation is lost for a cache line included in 
cache 150, cache bus interface controller 145 issues lock line 
reservation lost 220 to inform SPU 110. Handler 115 detects 
lock line reservation lost 220, and sends get lock line 
reservation 275 to L2 140 in order to receive subsequent 
cache line data. 

[0040] Cache bus interface controller 145 receives get 
lock line reservation 275 and, in turn, provides cache line 
data 280 to SPU 110. Handler 115 analyZes cache line data 
280 and determines Whether the requested condition is true. 
If the condition is still not true, handler Waits for another 
asynchronous interrupt and SPU 110 continues to process 
thread B 125. 

[0041] When the condition is true, SPU 110 sWitches from 
thread B 125 to thread A 120 and process thread A 120’s 
request (see FIGS. 5, 6, and corresponding text for further 
details regarding condition Wait primitive and handler 
steps). 

[0042] FIG. 3 is a ?owchart shoWing steps taken in task 
sWitching betWeen threads using a mutex lock primitive. A 
system may use a mutex lock primitive to guarantee mutual 
exclusion among processors operating on data Within critical 
sections of code, such as updating a linked list data structure. 

[0043] Processing commences at 300, Whereupon process 
ing invokes thread A 120 at step 305. Thread A 120 is the 
same as that shoWn in FIG. 1. At step 310, processing 
receives an external data request from thread A 120. For 
example, thread A 120 may request data corresponding to a 
linked data structure that is located in external memory. 
Thread A 120 is the same as that shoWn in FIG. 1. 

[0044] At step 315, processing sends a get lock line 
reservation request to L2 140, Which instructs L2 140 to 
provide data corresponding to a particular cache line. At step 
320, processing receives the requested cache line data from 
L2 140. L2 140 is the same as that shoWn in FIG. 1. 
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[0045] A determination is made as to Whether a mutex 
lock is available (decision 330). Processing determines this 
by analyZing the received cache line data and determining 
Whether it includes an existing task identi?er corresponding 
to a different thread. If the mutex lock is not available, 
decision 330 branches to “No” branch 332 Whereupon 
processing sWitches threads and Waits for a lock line reser 
vation lost event from L2 140 (pre-de?ned process block 
335, see FIG. 4 and corresponding text for further details). 

[0046] On the other hand, if the mutex lock is available, 
decision 330 branches to “Yes” branch 338 Whereupon 
processing enters threadA 120’s task identi?er and performs 
a conditional store at step 340 (see FIG. 7A and correspond 
ing text for further details). A determination is made as to 
Whether the conditional store is accepted in L2 140 by 
reading the corresponding memory location (decision 350). 
If the conditional store Was not accepted, decision 350 
branches to “No” branch 352, Which loops back to send 
another get lock line reservation request. This looping 
continues until L2 140 accepts the conditional store, at 
Which point decision 350 branches to “Yes” branch 358 
Whereupon processing acquires a mutex lock (step 360). 

[0047] A determination is made as to Whether to continue 
processing (decision 380). If processing should continue, 
decision 380 branches to “Yes” branch 382 Which loops 
back to receive and process more external data requests. 
This looping continues until processing should terminate, at 
Which point decision 380 branches to “No” branch 388 
Whereupon processing ends at 390. 

[0048] FIG. 4 is a ?owchart shoWing steps taken in 
invoking a handler to process asynchronous interrupts cor 
responding to mutex lock requests. Processing commences 
at 400, Whereupon processing puts threadA 120 to sleep and 
invokes thread B 125 (step 405). Thread A 120 previously 
requested external data that Was not available and, as such, 
processing sWitches from thread A 120 to thread B 125 until 
the data is available (see FIG. 3 and corresponding text for 
further details). Thread A 120 and thread B 125 are the same 
as that shoWn in FIG. 1. 

[0049] At step 410, processing enables asynchronous 
interrupts in order for a handler to detect a lock line 
reservation lost event that corresponds to thread A 120’s 
external data request. Processing invokes the handler at step 
415, such as handler 115 shoWn in FIG. 1. 

[0050] At step 420, the handler Waits for a lock line 
reservation lost event from L2 140. When it receives a lock 
line reservation lost event, the handler, sends a get lock line 
reservation request to L2 140 and receives corresponding 
cache line data (step 425). L2 140 is the same as that shoWn 
in FIG. 1. 

[0051] A determination is made as to Whether the mutex 
lock is available by reading the cache line data (decision 
430). For example, the cache line data may include a 
different thread’s task identi?er that is currently accessing 
the same data as the thread Wishes to access, Which makes 
the mutex lock unavailable. If the mutex lock is not avail 
able, decision 430 branches to “No” branch 432 Whereupon 
processing loops back to Wait for another lock line reserva 
tion lost event from L2 140. This looping continues until the 
mutex lock is available, at Which point decision 430 
branches to “Yes” branch 438 Whereupon the handler enters 
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thread A 120’s task identi?er and performs a condition store 
on the corresponding memory location in L2 140 (step 440, 
see FIG. 7B and corresponding text for further details). A 
determination is made as to Whether the conditional store is 
accepted in L2 140 by reading the corresponding memory 
location (decision 450). If the conditional store Was not 
accepted, decision 450 branches to “No” branch 452, Which 
loops back to Wait for another lock line reservation lost 
event. This looping continues until L2 140 accepts the 
conditional store, at Which point decision 450 branches to 
“Yes” branch 458. 

[0052] At step 460, processing acquires a mutex lock and 
sWitches back to process thread A 120’s external data 
request. Processing returns at 470. 

[0053] FIG. 5 is a ?owchart shoWing steps taken in task 
sWitching betWeen threads using a condition Wait primitive. 
A processor may use a condition Wait primitive to determine 
When a condition becomes true, such as a video card 
indicating that a vertical retrace is complete. 

[0054] Processing commences at 500, Whereupon process 
ing invokes thread A 120 at step 510. Thread A 120 is the 
same as that shoWn in FIG. 1. At step 520, processing 
receives an external data request from thread A 120. For 
example, thread A 120 may request data corresponding to 
Whether a video card has completed a vertical retrace. In 
turn, processing sends a get lock line reservation request to 
L2 140, Which instructs L2 140 to provide data correspond 
ing to a particular cache line (step 530). At step 540, 
processing receives the requested cache line data from L2 
140. L2 140 is the same as that shoWn in FIG. 1. 

[0055] A determination is made as to Whether the condi 
tion corresponding to thread A 120’s request is true, such as 
Whether a video card has completed a vertical retrace by 
checking one of the cache line data’s corresponding bits 
(decision 550). If processing determines that the condition is 
true, decision 550 branches to “Yes” branch 552 Whereupon 
processing performs thread A 120’s task at step 555. 

[0056] On the other hand, if the condition is not true, 
decision 550 branches to “No” branch 558 Whereupon 
processing sWitches threads and monitors lock line reserva 
tion lost events (pre-de?ned process block 560, see FIG. 6 
and corresponding text for further details). 

[0057] A determination is made as to Whether to continue 
task sWitching steps (decision 570). If task sWitching should 
continue, decision 570 branches to “Yes” branch 572 Which 
loops back to receive and process more external data 
requests. This looping continues until processing should 
stop executing task sWitching steps, at Which point decision 
570 branches to “No” branch 578 Whereupon processing 
ends at 580. 

[0058] FIG. 6 is a ?owchart shoWing steps taken in 
receiving asynchronous interrupts corresponding to a con 
dition Wait primitive and sWitching tasks in response to 
determining that a condition is true. Processing commences 
at 600, Whereupon processing puts threadA 120 to sleep and 
invokes thread B 125 (step 610). Thread A 120 previously 
requested external data that Was not available and, as such, 
processing sWitches from thread A 120 to thread B 125 until 
the data is available (see FIG. 5 and corresponding text for 
further details). Thread A 120 and thread B 125 are the same 
as that shoWn in FIG. 1. 
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[0059] At step 620, processing enables asynchronous 
interrupts in order for processing to detect a lock line 
reservation lost event that corresponds to thread A 120’s 
external data request. Processing invokes a lock line reser 
vation handler at step 630, such as handler 115 shoWn in 
FIG. 1. 

[0060] At step 640, the handler Waits for a lock line 
reservation lost event from L2 140. When it receives a lock 
line reservation lost event, the handler issues a get lock line 
reservation request to L2 140 and receives corresponding 
cache line data (step 650). A determination is made as to 
Whether the condition is true by reading the cache line data 
(decision 660). If the condition is not true, decision 660 
branches to “No” branch 662 Whereupon processing loops 
back to Wait for another lock line reservation lost event from 
L2 140. This looping continues until the condition is true, at 
Which point decision 660 branches to “Yes” branch 668 
Whereupon the handler sWitches threads and performs thread 
A 120’s task (step 670). Processing returns at 680. 

[0061] FIG. 7A is a diagram shoWing an example of a 
processor’s mutex lock pseudo-code. Code 700 includes 
pseudo-code that tests Whether a mutex lock is available and, 
if not, sWitches threads and enables asynchronous interrupts. 

[0062] Code 700 includes lines 710 through 740. Line 710 
performs a lock line reservation request in order to receive 
cache line data that signi?es Whether a mutex lock is 
available for a particular memory line. Lines 720 and 730 
shoW that if the received cache line data is “0,” indicating 
that a mutex lock is available, to enter a task identi?er and 
perform a conditional store. 

[0063] If a mutex lock is not available (e.g., the cache line 
data is not “0”), line 740 sWitches to another thread, invokes 
a handler, and enables asynchronous interrupts. The handler 
includes pseudo code such that, When it receives a lock line 
reservation lost event, the handler attempts to acquire the 
mutex lock (see FIG. 7B and corresponding text for further 
details regarding mutex lock handler pseudo code). 

[0064] FIG. 7B is a diagram shoWing an example of mutex 
lock handler pseudo-code that acquires a mutex lock based 
upon detecting a lock line reservation lost event. Code 750 
includes lines 760 through 790. Line 760 performs a lock 
line reservation request in order to receive cache line data 
that identi?es Whether a mutex lock is available for a 
particular cache line. Lines 770 and 780 shoW that if the 
received cache line data is “0,” indicating that a mutex lock 
is available, to enter a task identi?er and perform a condi 
tional store. 

[0065] If a mutex lock is not available (e.g., the cache line 
data is not “0”), line 785 exits the handler and Waits for 
another lock line reservation lost event. When the condi 
tional store is successful, the mutex lock is acquired and line 
790 sWitches threads for further processing. 

[0066] FIG. 8A is a diagram shoWing an example of a 
processor’s condition Wait pseudo-code. Code 800 includes 
pseudo-code that tests Whether a condition is true and, if not, 
sWitches threads and enables asynchronous interrupts. 

[0067] Code 800 includes lines 810 through 830. Line 810 
performs a lock line reservation request in order to receive 
cache line data that signi?es Whether a particular condition 
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is true. Lines 820 and 825 show that if a condition is true, 
to return and continue processing the existing thread. 

[0068] When the condition is not true, line 830 sWitches to 
another thread, invokes a handler, and enables asynchronous 
interrupts. The handler includes pseudo code such that, 
When it receives a lock line reservation lost event, the 
handler tests the condition again (see FIG. 8B and corre 
sponding text for further details regarding condition Wait 
handler pseudo code). 

[0069] FIG. 8B is a diagram shoWing an example of 
condition Wait pseudo-code that an event handler performs 
upon receiving a lock line reservation lost event. Code 840 
includes lines 850 through 880. Line 850 performs a lock 
line reservation request in order to receive cache line data 
that signi?es Whether a condition is true. 

[0070] Lines 860 and 870 shoW that if the condition is 
true, to sWitch threads and continue processing. When the 
condition is not true, line 880 exits the handler and Waits for 
another lock line reservation lost event. 

[0071] FIG. 9 illustrates an information handling system, 
Which is a simpli?ed example of a computer system capable 
of performing the computing operations described herein. 
Broadband processor architecture (BPA) 900 includes a 
plurality of heterogeneous processors, a common memory, 
and a common bus. The heterogeneous processors are pro 
cessors with different instruction sets that share the common 
memory and the common bus. For example, one of the 
heterogeneous processors may be a digital signal processor 
and the other heterogeneous processor may be a micropro 
cessor, both sharing the same memory space. 

[0072] EPA 900 sends and receives information to/from 
external devices through input output 970, and distributes 
the information to control plane 910 and data plane 940 
using processor element bus 960. Control plane 910 man 
ages BPA 900 and distributes Work to data plane 940. 

[0073] Control plane 910 includes processing unit 920, 
Which runs operating system (OS) 925. For example, pro 
cessing unit 920 may be a PoWer PC core that is embedded 
in BPA 900 and OS 925 may be a Linux operating system. 
Processing unit 920 manages a common memory map table 
for EPA 900. The memory map table corresponds to memory 
locations included in BPA 900, such as L2 memory 140 as 
Well as non-private memory included in data plane 940. L2 
memory 140 is the same as that shoWn in FIG. 1. 

[0074] Data plane 940 includes Synergistic Processing 
Complex’s (SPC) 100, 950, and 955. SPU 100 is the same 
as that shoWn in FIG. 1. Each SPC is used to process data 
information and each SPC may have different instruction 
sets. For example, BPA 900 may be used in a Wireless 
communications system and each SPC may be responsible 
for separate processing tasks, such as modulation, chip rate 
processing, encoding, and netWork interfacing. In another 
example, each SPC may have identical instruction sets and 
may be used in parallel to perform operations bene?ting 
from parallel processes. Each SPC includes a synergistic 
processing unit (SPU). An SPU is preferably a single 
instruction, multiple data (SIMD) processor, such as a digital 
signal processor, a microcontroller, a microprocessor, or a 
combination of these cores. In a preferred embodiment, each 
SPU includes a local memory, registers, four ?oating point 
units, and four integer units. HoWever, depending upon the 
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processing poWer required, a greater or lesser number of 
?oating points units and integer units may be employed. 

[0075] SPC 100, 950, and 955 are connected to processor 
element bus 960, Which passes information betWeen control 
plane 910, data plane 940, and input/output 970. Bus 960 is 
an on-chip coherent multi-processor bus that passes infor 
mation betWeen I/O 970, control plane 910, and data plane 
940. Input/output 970 includes ?exible input-output logic, 
Which dynamically assigns interface pins to input output 
controllers based upon peripheral devices that are connected 
to EPA 900. 

[0076] While the information handling system described 
in FIG. 9 is capable of executing the processes described 
herein, this computer system is simply one example of a 
computer system. Those skilled in the art Will appreciate that 
many other computer system designs are capable of per 
forming the processes described herein, such as gaming 
systems, imaging systems, seismic computer systems, and 
animation systems. 

[0077] One of the preferred implementations of the inven 
tion is a client application, namely, a set of instructions 
(program code) in a code module that may, for example, be 
resident in the random access memory of the computer. Until 
required by the computer, the set of instructions may be 
stored in another computer memory, for example, in a hard 
disk drive, or in a removable memory such as an optical disk 
(for eventual use in a CD ROM) or ?oppy disk (for eventual 
use in a ?oppy disk drive), or doWnloaded via the Internet 
or other computer netWork. Thus, the present invention may 
be implemented as a computer program product for use in a 
computer. In addition, although the various methods 
described are conveniently implemented in a general pur 
pose computer selectively activated or recon?gured by soft 
Ware, one of ordinary skill in the art Would also recogniZe 
that such methods may be carried out in hardWare, in 
?rmWare, or in more specialiZed apparatus constructed to 
perform the required method steps. 

[0078] While particular embodiments of the present 
invention have been shoWn and described, it Will be obvious 
to those skilled in the art that, based upon the teachings 
herein, that changes and modi?cations may be made Without 
departing from this invention and its broader aspects. There 
fore, the appended claims are to encompass Within their 
scope all such changes and modi?cations as are Within the 
true spirit and scope of this invention. Furthermore, it is to 
be understood that the invention is solely de?ned by the 
appended claims. It Will be understood by those With skill in 
the art that if a speci?c number of an introduced claim 
element is intended, such intent Will be explicitly recited in 
the claim, and in the absence of such recitation no such 
limitation is present. For non-limiting example, as an aid to 
understanding, the folloWing appended claims contain usage 
of the introductory phrases “at least one” and “one or more” 
to introduce claim elements. HoWever, the use of such 
phrases should not be construed to imply that the introduc 
tion of a claim element by the inde?nite articles “a” or “an” 
limits any particular claim containing such introduced claim 
element to inventions containing only one such element, 
even When the same claim includes the introductory phrases 
“one or more” or “at least one” and inde?nite articles such 
as “a” or “an”; the same holds true for the use in the claims 
of de?nite articles. 
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What is claimed is: 
1. A computer-implemented method comprising: 

receiving an external data request from a ?rst thread; 

identifying that data corresponding to the external data 
request is not available; 

sWitching to a second thread in response to the identify 
111%; 

receiving a lock line reservation lost event after the 
sWitching; 

determining Whether to sWitch from the second thread to 
the ?rst thread in response to the lock line reservation 
lost event; and 

sWitching to the ?rst thread in response to the determi 
nation. 

2. The method of claim 1 Wherein the determining further 
comprises: 

requesting a lock line reservation; and 

receiving cache line data from a cache bus interface 
controller in response to the lock line reservation, the 
determining based upon the cache line data. 

3. The method of claim 2 Wherein the lock line reservation 
corresponds to a mutex lock, the determining further com 
prising: 

detecting, based upon the cache line data, that the mutex 
lock is available; 

performing a conditional store that includes a task iden 
ti?er that corresponds to the second thread; and 

determining Whether the conditional store is accepted. 
4. The method of claim 2 Wherein the lock line reservation 

lost event corresponds to a condition Wait primitive, the 
determining further comprising: 

determining Whether the cache line data indicates that a 
condition is true that corresponds to the condition Wait 
primitive. 

5. The method of claim 1 further comprising: 

invoking a handler to monitor asynchronous interrupts, 
Wherein the lock line reservation lost event is one of the 
asynchronous interrupts; and 

detecting the lock line reservation lost event using the 
handler. 

6. The method of claim 5 further comprising: 

enabling asynchronous interrupts in order for the handler 
to perform the monitoring. 

7. The method of claim 1 further comprising: 

Wherein the method is performed using a broadband 
processor architecture, the broadband processor archi 
tecture including a plurality of heterogeneous proces 
sors, a common memory, and a common bus; and; 

Wherein the plurality of heterogeneous processors use 
different instruction sets and share the common 
memory and the common bus. 

8. A computer program product comprising: 

a computer operable medium having computer readable 
code, the computer readable code being effective to: 

receive an external data request from a ?rst thread; 
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identify that data corresponding to the external data 
request is not available; 

sWitch to a second thread in response to the identifying; 

receive a lock line reservation lost event after the 
sWitching; 

determine Whether to sWitch from the second thread to 
the ?rst thread in response to the lock line reserva 
tion lost event; and 

sWitch to the ?rst thread in response to the determina 
tion. 

9. The computer program product of claim 1 Wherein the 
computer readable code is further effective to: 

request a lock line reservation; and 

receive cache line data from a cache bus interface con 

troller in response to the lock line reservation, the 
determining based upon the cache line data. 

10. The computer program product of claim 9 Wherein the 
lock line reservation corresponds to a mutex lock, the 
computer readable code further effective to: 

detect, based upon the cache line data, that the mutex lock 
is available; 

perform a conditional store that includes a task identi?er 
that corresponds to the second thread; and 

determine Whether the conditional store is accepted. 

11. The computer program product of claim 9 Wherein the 
lock line reservation lost event corresponds to a condition 
Wait primitive, the computer readable code further effective 
to: 

determine Whether the cache line data indicates that a 
condition is true that corresponds to the condition Wait 
primitive. 

12. The computer program product of claim 8 Wherein the 
computer readable code is further effective to: 

invoke a handler to monitor asynchronous interrupts, the 
lock line reservation lost event being one of the asyn 
chronous interrupts; and 

detect the lock line reservation lost event using the 
handler. 

13. The computer program product of claim 12 Wherein 
the computer readable code is further effective to: 

enable asynchronous interrupts in order for the handler to 
perform the monitoring. 

14. The computer program product of claim 1 Wherein the 
computer readable code is executed using a broadband 
processor architecture. 

15. An information handling system comprising: 

one or more processors; 

a memory accessible by the processors; 

one or more nonvolatile storage devices accessible by the 
processors; and 
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a task-sWitching tool for switching tasks, the task-sWitch 
ing tool being effective to: 

receive an external data request from a ?rst thread; 

identify that data included in the memory correspond 
ing to the external data request is not available; 

sWitch to a second thread in response to the identifying; 

receive a lock line reservation lost event after the 
sWitching; 

determine Whether to sWitch from the second thread to 
the ?rst thread in response to the lock line reserva 
tion lost event; and 

sWitch to the ?rst thread in response to the determina 
tion. 

16. The information handling system of claim 15 Wherein 
the task-sWitching tool is further effective to: 

request a lock line reservation; and 

receive cache line data included in the memory from a 
cache bus interface controller in response to the lock 
line reservation, the determining based upon the cache 
line data. 

17. The information handling system of claim 16 Wherein 
the lock line reservation corresponds to a mutex lock, the 
task-sWitching tool further effective to: 

detect, based upon the cache line data, that the mutex lock 
is available; 
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perform a conditional store to the memory that includes a 
task identi?er that corresponds to the second thread; 
and 

determine Whether the conditional store is accepted. 

18. The information handling system of claim 16 Wherein 
the lock line reservation lost event corresponds to a condi 
tion Wait primitive, the task-sWitching tool further effective 
to: 

determine Whether the cache line data indicates that a 
condition is true that corresponds to the condition Wait 
primitive. 

19. The information handling system of claim 15 Wherein 
the task-sWitching tool is further effective to: 

invoke a handler to monitor asynchronous interrupts, the 
lock line reservation lost event being one of the asyn 
chronous interrupts; and 

detect the lock line reservation lost event using the 
handler. 

20. The information handling system of claim 15 Wherein 
the information handling system is a broadband processor 
architecture that includes a plurality of heterogeneous pro 
cessors that share the memory, the plurality of heteroge 
neous processors using different instruction sets. 


